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Abstract High-power fiber laser has been emerged great potential in a wide range of applications and

becomes a robust candidate for high energy solid state laser system. To further increase the output brightness

of single-channel fiber laser, high-brightness pump sources and high-power-handling passive components

should be fabricated and utilized in the fiber laser systems, in addition to the advanced techniques for

multiple nonlinear effects managements. The state-of-the-art high power fiber lasers are reviewed, in terms

of narrow-linewidth fiber lasers, broadband fiber lasers and fiber lasers at 2 µm. Coherent beam combining is a

promising technique to obtain higher output power while maintaining excellent beam quality simultaneously,

which breaks through the bottlenecks of single-channel fiber laser. Based on a series of key techniques for

coherent beam combining, high-power coherent beam combining of fiber lasers could be enabled with high

combining efficiency. In this paper, we review the progress of high-power fiber lasers and their coherent beam

combining in the recent decade, particularly the relevant work in our group. The future prospects of fiber

lasers and coherent beam combining technique are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

Fiber laser was one of the first several kinds of lasers demonstrated since the invention of laser [1]. Histor-

ically, fiber laser has been treated as a low-power high-performance device that had been used in the case

such as sensing and telecommunication [2–5], which may be attributed to the relatively late development

of brightness-scaling of pump source (typical laser diode) and the core-pumping configuration. Since the

late 1980s, with the parallel and rapid development of laser diode and double-cladding fiber that en-

ables cladding-pumping configuration, the output power of fiber laser has been achieved unprecedented

increasing speed [6], which has opened a new avenue for application such as high power laser material

processing [6,7]. The optical fiber acts as lasing gain medium and simultaneously a waveguide that con-

fining the laser mode, which could help to significantly increase the beam quality when the laser operates

at rather high power level (more than multi-kW level), and the thermal load is also much weakened

because of the distribution over a relatively long fiber length [3]. The aforementioned unique properties

make fiber laser a hot topic for both academic and industrial communities [8–10]. Nevertheless, it is to be

noted that there are several physical limitations for single monolithic fiber laser [11–15], which causes the

∼20 kW level upper-limit output power of a diffraction-limited fiber laser. Beam combining of multiple
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Figure 1 (Color online) Typical setup of fiber laser system. (a) Laser oscillator; (b) laser amplifier.

fiber laser channels could increase the total output power and up to 100 kW fiber laser system has been

demonstrated through all-fiber-combiner [16]. Although there are various kinds of technical routes for

beam combining [17, 18], only part of them, such as coherent beam combining (CBC) [19] and spectral

beam combining (SBC) [20], holds the potential of power scaling while simultaneously maintaining the

beam quality. In the past decade, our research group has been investigating on high power fiber lasers

and their coherent beam combining [21–30], which would be reviewed at length in the present paper.

2 Enabling technique for fiber laser

There are two mainly categories of fiber lasers, which could be called as bulk-optics based fiber laser

and all-fiberized fiber laser. In this paper, we will mainly focus on the latter one because of its compact

configuration and flexible operation. Figure 1 denotes a typical system setup of fiber laser, which includes

two kinds of mainly categories, that is, laser oscillator and laser amplifier. Despite those classifications,

the common techniques that ensure high power operation are almost the same, that is, the pump source,

the optical fiber, the passive component (for example pump combiner, endcap, pump stripper, collimator

shown in the figure) and nonlinear effects management. Specifically, the optical fiber could be pumped by

laser diodes (which is traditional and typical route) or fiber lasers [2]. In this section, we will review and

summarize the recent progress on enabling techniques for fiber laser in our group. It is to be noted that

laser diode or optical fiber will not be included in this section since we have not investigated them yet for

the time being. The fiber lasers that could be used as high-brightness pump source for active fiber would

be introduced in Subsection 2.1, various kinds of passive component would be demonstrated in Subsection

2.2, and then techniques for nonlinear effect management would be discussed in Subsection 2.3.

2.1 High brightness pump

The power scaling of fiber lasers is challenged by the brightness of pump sources, nonlinear effects, thermal

effects and modal instability [2,11,15]. Tandem pumping technique has been proved to be a useful method

to further improve the output power of fiber lasers [6, 12]. Using high-brightness fiber lasers as pump

sources, instead of traditional laser diode pumping, could significantly increase the pump brightness

and reduce the thermal load. According to the absorption characteristics of various active fibers, fiber

lasers operating at proper wavelength could be used as high-brightness pump sources, where the spectral

ranges are far beyond the operating wavelength of high-power multimode laser diodes at present time
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Figure 2 (Color online) Output properties of the 1018 nm fiber laser [33] c©Copyright 2015 Optical Society of America.

(a) Output power; (b) optical spectrum at 476 W.

(e.g., 1010–1030 nm for Yb-doped fibers, 1480–1530 nm for Er-doped fibers, 1180/1600/1900 nm for

Tm-doped fibers, and 1150/1950 nm for Ho-doped fibers).

Our group has achieved some powerful fiber lasers at some of these specific wavelengths for tandem

pumping. For the operating wavelength at 1010–1030 nm, Yb-doped fiber could be employed directly to

construct the lasers. However, the laser systems should be designed and optimized carefully to suppress

the unwanted parasitic lasing at the common emission band of Yb-doped fiber. In 2012, we demonstrated

a 77 W near-diffraction-limited Yb-doped fiber amplifier at 1018 nm with the power conversion efficiency

of 75% [31]. In 2013, we reported a 309 W Yb-doped fiber laser at 1018 nm [32]. The power was further

improved to 476 W with an efficiency of 78.2% in 2015 based on the Yb-doped fiber with core/inner

cladding diameter of 30/250 µm [33], and the output properties of the 1018 nm fiber laser are shown in

Figure 2. No sign of power roll-over and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) can be found during the

experiment, which indicates the power was only limited by available pump power. Then several those

500 W-level fiber lasers at 1018 nm were employed as high-brightness pump sources in a tandem-pumped

Yb-doped fiber amplifier at 1090 nm to generate laser exceeding 2.1 kW [33]. It is also to be noted that

plenty of papers have focused on 1018 nm fiber lasers in past few years [34–39].

We also investigated the power scaling of fiber lasers at 1180 and 1150 nm, which could be employed as

the pump sources for Tm- and Ho-doped fiber lasers, respectively. We have carried out the investigations

and proof that Yb-doped fiber is capable of lasing at those wavelengths [40,41]. However, further power

scaling of fiber lasers at 1180 nm was achieved based on the Raman gain in passive fibers, due to the small

net gain cross section of Yb-doped fiber at this wavelength [42–44]. In 2013, our group demonstrated a

119 W single-mode all-fiber Raman fiber laser at 1173 nm [45], which was core-pumped by a 1120 nm

Yb-doped fiber laser. In 2014, we reported a 73.7 W random distributed feedback fiber laser at 1184 nm

based on Raman gain [46]. Then in 2016, a record 200 W-level random distributed feedback fiber laser

at 1173 nm with the optical efficiency of 89% was achieved by optimizing the fiber length [47].

For fiber lasers operating at 1150 nm, high power laser emission could be directly achieved by a

diode-pumped Yb-doped fiber oscillator. By optimizing the length of gain fiber, the parasitic lasing was

suppressed and the output power of a monolithic Yb-doped fiber laser reached 120 W with the slope

efficiency of 54.5% [48]. In addition to direct laser generation from rare-earth doped fibers, Raman gain

and hybrid gain (Yb gain and Raman gain) could also be employed for laser emission at 1150 nm. In 2015,

we demonstrated a 100 W-level random distributed feedback fiber laser at 1150 nm based on Raman gain,

which was then employed as the pump source of a Ho-doped fiber laser for mid-IR laser generation [49]. To

utilize Yb gain and Raman gain simultaneously in the laser cavity, our group constructed a diode-pumped

dual-cavity fiber laser at 1150 nm, which was then employed as the pump laser of a dual-wavelength Ho-

doped fiber laser [50]. The output power of the hybrid-gain-based fiber laser reached 110.8 W and the

parasitic lasing was efficiently suppressed [51]. It is to be noted that this hybrid cavity design has the
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potential of lasing at long-wavelength with output power up to kilowatt level [52].

2.2 Passive components

There are various kinds of fiber passive components for assembling a fiber laser, such as pump combiner,

pump/signal combiner, fiber Bragg grating (FBG), isolator, circulator, pump stripper, endcap, collimator,

and laser combiner. In recent years, we have carried out intensive investigation on kinds of passive

components. In this subsection, we would briefly introduce the following four kinds of passive components:

pump/signal combiner, endcap/collimator, pump stripper, and laser combiner.

Different types of pump/signal combiners, all-fiber side-pumping combiners, especially using tapered-

fused method, appear to have more and more potential in high-power fiber lasers due to its uninterrupted

signal fiber core and unlimited pump points [53, 54]. We have studied theoretically and experimentally

in detail the fabrication of all-fiber side-pumping combiner [53, 55], fiber amplifier with output power of

more than 2.5 kW and slope efficiency of near 83% has been achieved based on the self-made combiner.

High power fiber end-cap is an essential component for high power fiber lasers, the key technique of

which is the splicing of fiber end-caps with low loss and high tension strength. Due to the huge difference

of the diameters of fiber and large size end-cap, the splicing of them cannot be realized by traditional

fusion splicers. A fiber end-cap splicing system has been designed and built in our own lab [56]. In the

year of 2016, output power with more than 3 kW was realized with a single-mode fiber end-cap while

only heating up by 7◦C/kW without active cooling, and output power with 6.08 kW was realized with

a multimode fiber end-cap while only heating up by 6◦C/kW without active cooling [57]. And in the

following years, the power handling of endcap has surpassed 14 kW level [58]. In addition to the endcap,

we have also achieved monolithic fiber end cap collimator for high-power free-space usage [59], even beam

steering function could be built-in inside the monolithic device [60, 61].

In cladding pumped fiber lasers, there are inevitably cladding light inside the system, the amount could

be as much as hundreds of watts. If the cladding light is not filtered properly, it would not only degrade

the laser beam quality, but also increase the risk of damaging different components, e.g., collimators [62].

In the year of 2014, an efficient cladding light extracting through cascaded strippers was proposed [62],

where a selected part of the fiber is divided into five segments, and the fluoroacrylate jackets of three

interval segments are gradually removed and replaced with different higher index polymers. The power-

handling capability of the device was tested up to cladding light of power up to 150 W. A high attenuation

of 18 dB has been achieved, whereas the maximum local temperature was less than 64◦C.

Laser combiner is a passive fiber component based on tapered fiber bundles (TFB) technology [63]. By

using several channels of high-beam-quality (for example, single-mode) fiber lasers as the input channel,

much higher power with lower-beam-quality (for example, multimode) fiber laser could be achieved, which

is beneficial for direct use, for example, manufacturing pump source [64,65] or direct material processing.

Recently, an all-fiber 7×1 signal combiner with an output core diameter of 50 µm have been fabricated,

which could enable ∼14 kW output power [58]. The comprehensive test platform for high power laser

combiner, fiber endcap and cladding light stripper is shown in Figure 3(a). As shown in Figure 3(a),

these devices have been tested using seven single-mode fiber lasers with 2 kW output power at 1080 nm

and a total combined power of 14.1 kW could be transmitted with loss of less than 1.5%. The beam

quality of the combined beam is measured, which deteriorates little in the power scaling process. At

maximal output power, the beam quality of M2=5.37 is achieved, as shown in Figure 3(b). In the power

scaling process, the temperatures of laser combiner and fiber endcap are just heating up by 3◦C/kW and

2.5◦C/kW, respectively. Despite high power laser combining via laser combiner could be difficult to fulfill

effective brightness scaling, it is a simple and efficient approach to achieve high power all-fiberized fiber

source for laser processing and laser machining.

2.3 Nonlinear effects management

Nonlinear effects, such as stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and

thermal-induced mode instability (TMI) are the primary limitations for brightness scaling of fiber laser
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Figure 3 (Color online) (a) The comprehensive test platform for high power laser combiner, fiber endcap and cladding

light stripper; (b) the beam quality measurement at maximal output power [58].

systems [14]. The SBS and SRS effects could be regarded as the optical nonlinear effects, which would

determine the upper limitation of the power scaling and consequently further limit the brightness scaling.

TMI could be regarded as the thermal-induced nonlinear effect, which would impair the beam quality

of the transverse mode. As a result, the brightness of fiber lasers/amplifiers would be limited. In the

following subsection, the management of different nonlinear effects would be discussed in detail.

2.3.1 SBS effect

SBS effect is caused by the interaction between the optical and acoustic fields in optical fibers [66], which

is one of the primary limitations in narrow linewidth fiber amplifiers. As for the physical mechanism

of SBS effect, the dynamics of SBS in optical fibers without external feedback induced by frequency

detuning from resonance had been analyzed by our group [67]. Further, the SBS threshold in multimode

fibers with different lengths has been established [68], which provides a more generalized criterion for

optimizing the high power, narrow linewidth amplifiers. In recent years, we have successfully fulfilled

many SBS suppression methods in high power narrow linewidth fiber amplifiers, including multi-tone

injection and amplification [69,70], using highly doped and short active fiber [28,71], employing tapered

active fiber [72], imposing strain gradients [28], using cascaded sine signal modulation [25] and white

noise modulation [73].

2.3.2 SRS effect

As for the physical mechanism of SRS effect, most of the studies have been conducted based on the

steady-state rate equations together with the power coupling equations [74–76]. By these classical mod-

els, analysis shows that SRS threshold in fiber amplifiers is mainly dependent on the fiber structural

parameters, such as the effective mode area, fiber length and the transverse distribution of the active

fiber core. A main deficiency of the classical models is that the influence of the temporal properties

of the injected seed on the SRS threshold could not been considered. Recently, a spectral model by

incorporating SRS effect, fiber structural parameters and the temporal properties of the injected seed

has been proposed and established by our group [77,78], and it has been successfully employed to inves-

tigate the SRS effect in high power fiber amplifiers seeded by fiber oscillator and narrow-band filtered

superfluorescent source. Quite recently, this spectral model has been extended to analyze the intrinsic

mechanism for spectral evolution in single-frequency Raman fiber amplifier [79]. Based on our spectral

model, except for increase of effective mode area and decrease of the active fiber length, an essential

issue to suppress SRS effect is to decrease the temporal instabilities of the injected seed [77, 78]. Based

on this consideration, some new SRS suppression strategies have been proposed, such as designing the

spectral bandwidths of the high and low reflective gratings in fiber oscillator [77], increasing the output

power of the fiber oscillator [77], increasing the filtered bandwidth of the superfluorescent source and so

forth [78]. Except for the direct SRS suppression above mentioned, a novel thought to manage nonlinear
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SRS effect is to employ this nonlinear effect to generate high power emission from 1120 to 1150 nm based

on Yb-Raman fiber amplifiers [80–83]. In this case, the Yb-doped amplifiers are seeded with a pair of

Raman wavelengths (for example 1070 and 1120 nm) and the Raman Stokes wave is amplified by Yb-ion

gain as well as the Raman gain resulting in more efficient energy transfer [81, 82].

2.3.3 TMI effect

The physical principle of TMI is thought to be stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering [84], which has

been firstly explained by Smith et al. in [85]. TMI effect is commonly elaborated by the interaction among

optical field, refractive index perturbation field and temperature field. After TMI was firstly observed [86],

several theoretical models have been developed to deal with it numerically or analytically [85, 87–90].

Despite that fully numerical model is capable to analysis many TMI characteristics, some aspects of the

underlying physics are often lost in the numerical process. Semi-analytical model could be realized at

the cost of some accuracy by introducing some approximations, which provides a good understanding

of physical insight. As for TMI effect, we propose an improved semi-analytical steady-periodic model

in Yb-doped fiber amplifiers [91]. Based on our theoretical model, the influence of fiber parameters

(geometric size of the active fiber, V-number, dopant size, photo darkening), characteristics of the seed

(fraction of initial higher order modes (HOMs), amplitude modulation, relative intensity noise, output

power, emission wavelength, linewidth), parameters of the pump source (amplitude modulation, total

pump absorption, pumping wavelength, pumping manner) have been carefully analyzed in detail [92,93].

Consequently, some strategies to scale the TMI threshold have been proposed [93–95], which could be

classified as two types. One type is optimizing the design of the active fiber parameters and the other

type is optimizing other essential parts of a fiber laser. As for the first type, the suppression approaches

mainly include reducing the core to pump cladding ratio, optimizing the doping area, reducing the V-

number, increasing the total pump absorption, suppressing photo darkening. As for the latter type,

the suppression methods mainly include increasing the seed power, increasing the linewidth of the seed,

lasing at wavelength with larger emission cross-section, pumping at wavelength with smaller absorption

cross-section, employing counter/bi-direction pumping manner, employing tandem pumping technique,

and increasing the bend loss of HOMs. Further, based on the combination of multiple TMI suppression

methods, toward >10 kW laser diode pumped single mode fiber laser system has been designed [93].

3 High power fiber lasers

3.1 Narrow-linewidth fiber laser

High power fiber amplifiers with narrow linewidth and near-diffraction-limited (NDL) beam quality

have been found wide applications, such as CBC [17, 23, 96], SBC [97, 98], gravitational wave detection

(GVD) [99], nonlinear frequency conversion [100] and so forth. Narrow linewidth fiber amplifiers mainly

include two classifications. One is strictly single frequency with the spectral linewidth of within tens of

kHz and the other is narrow band with spectral linewidth from GHz to tens of GHz. The main issues

for brightness scaling of this type of fiber source are to overcome the detrimental SBS and TMI effects.

Besides, it should be pointed out that except for output power and spectral linewidth, linear polarization

is also strongly required in many applications of narrow linewidth fiber sources [101]. Notably that the

effective Brillouin gain in polarization-maintained (PM) active fiber is typically higher than in non-PM

(NPM) fiber, SBS management in high power narrow linewidth and PM amplifiers is more difficult [102].

Further, previous study shows that the TMI threshold in PM fiber amplifiers seems to be remarkably

lower than that in NPM fiber amplifiers [103]. Consequently, brightness scaling of narrow linewidth fiber

lasers with linear polarization is generally more challenging than the stochastic polarized ones even with

the same system parameters. In this section, we would review the development of narrow linewidth fiber

laser in our group and then give typical results both here and abroad as a comparison.

As for high power, all fiberized and strictly single frequency fiber amplifiers, we demonstrate an SBS-
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M2=1.34

Figure 4 (Color online) Experimental results of the 414 W single-frequency and single-polarization MOPA system [28]

c©Copyright 2016 Optical Society of America. (a) Dependence of the output power and backward power on the coupled

pump power; (b) dependence of the polarization degree on the output power; (c) temporal trace of the laser at the maximum

output power and the corresponding Fourier transform spectrum (the inset is the beam profile at the maximum output

power).

limited 168 W configuration with 82.9% power conversion efficiency in 2012 [104]. After that, in order to

further mitigate SBS effect, highly doped and short large-mode-area (LMA) active fiber with core diameter

of 30 µm and absorption coefficient of 16 dB/m at 975 nm is incorporated into the main amplifier to

boost the output power of 310 W with M2 factor about 1.3 in the same year [105]. A point that should be

emphasized is that the polarization states in the aforementioned high power demonstrations are stochastic.

In 2013, 332 W all-fiberized and PM amplifier with single polarization (average extinction ratio >21 dB)

was presented based on master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) configuration. SBS suppression could

be fulfilled by using just 2.8 m highly doped LMA Yb-doped and PM active fiber with core diameter of

30 µm and cladding diameter of 250 µm [71]. The slope efficiency of the main amplifier was measured

to be 83.7% and the beam quality (M2 factor) is measured to be 1.4 at maximal output power. In the

early of 2017, we successfully achieved a 414 W single frequency and single polarization MOPA system

by simultaneously using highly doped and short active fiber (with core diameter of 25 µm and cladding

diameter of 250 µm) and strain gradients to suppress SBS effect [28]. As shown in Figure 4(a), the

slope efficiency of the main amplifier is about 80.4% without observing the SBS effect. The polarization

degree is higher than 98% at all power levels (shown in Figure 4(b)). The temporal distribution and its

frequency domain at maximal output power are quite stable (shown in Figure 4(c)), which denotes that

TMI effect is not emerged in the experiment. At 400 W power-level, the beam quality is measured with

an M2 of 1.34 (shown in the inset of Figure 4(c)).

Table 1 [28,71,105–117] lists the typical research results on single frequency fiber amplifiers within the

recently dozen years. As for strictly single frequency fiber lasers, up to 811 W output power has been

reported based on free space bulk-components and new fabricated crystal active fiber [106]. Nevertheless,
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Table 1 Typical research results on single-frequency fiber amplifiers

Year Institution Configuration Power (W) M2 Polarization Ref.

2005 University of Southampton, UK Not-all-fiber 264 1.1 PM [107]

2006 Laser Zentrum Hannover, Germany Not-all-fiber 148 <1.2 PM [108]

2007 Corning, USA Not-all-fiber 502 1.4 NPM [109]

2007 University of Southampton, UK Not-all-fiber 402 <1.1 PM [110]

2007 University of Southampton, UK Not-all-fiber 511 1.6 NPM [110]

2008 OFS Laboratories, USA All-fiber 194 1.2 NPM [111]

2009 Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), USA Not-all-fiber 260 <1.3 PM [112]

2011 AFRL, USA All-fiber 203 – PM [113]

2011 University of Michigan, USA Not-all-fiber 511 1.2 PM [114]

2012 National University of Defense technology (NUDT), China All-fiber 310 1.3 NPM [105]

2012 Laser Zentrum Hannover, Germany All-fiber 301 1.15 NPM [115]

2013 Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics (SIOM), China All-fiber 170 1.02 PM [116]

2013 NUDT, China All-fiber 332 1.4 PM [71]

2014 AFRL, USA Not-all-fiber 811 <1.2 PM [106]

2016 Laser Zentrum Hannover, Germany Not-all-fiber 158 – PM [117]

2017 NUDT, China All-fiber 414 1.34 PM [28]

as a result of compactness, easy to maintenance and high stability, all-fiberized structures are preferable

in the practical application systems. As for all fiberized formats, our 414 W fiber system presented

above represents the highest output power with linear polarization and near-diffraction-limited beam

quality [28]. It should be noted that despite many efforts from several institutions were made in the past

dozen years, as a result of the dual limitations of TMI and SBS, the output power of monolithic single

frequency fiber amplifiers has yet not beyond 1 kW at present.

In order to balance the conflict between SBS and TMI, one effective method is to broaden the linewidth

of fiber amplifiers from GHz to tens of GHz, which would remarkably enhance the SBS threshold and

permit more alternative options of active fiber parameters in the main amplifier for TMI suppression. As

for narrow linewidth fiber sources, by using two-tone amplification, we demonstrated a 275 W all fiberized

system with power conversion efficiency of 76.6% in the early of 2012 [69]. In the same year, by using

sine wave phase modulation, as high as 666 W was presented with spectral linewidth of ∼0.3 GHz and

optical to optical conversion efficiency of 86% at maximal pump power [118]. Later, SBS effects prevent

further power scaling of the narrow linewidth fiber amplifiers. In 2015, we presented a narrow linewidth,

all-fiber and PM amplifiers seeded by a phase-modulated single-frequency laser, which is modulated by

simply imposing an excited signal to an acoustic-optical driven source [119]. By amplifying the phase-

modulated seed, a 560 W output laser had been achieved with slope efficiency of 87.2%, M2 ∼1.3,

polarization extinction ratio (PER) of ∼14 dB and linewidth of <5 GHz, respectively. Further power

scaling is limited by TMI instead of SBS effect. Thus, we aimed to investigate the physical mechanisms

and suppressing methods of TMI issue. In the same year, we found that increasing relative mode losses

of HOMs by coiling the active fiber is an efficient approach to suppress TMI effect [94], which was quickly

validated in a 1.3 kW all-fiberized MOPA system. In 2016, we demonstrated 434 W an all-fiber linear-

polarization dual-frequency Yb-doped fiber laser carrying low-noise radio frequency signal [70]. In the

same year, we demonstrated high power, all-fiberized and PM amplifiers with narrow linewidth and near-

diffraction-limited beam quality by simultaneously suppressing detrimental SBS and TMI effects [25].

The SBS effect was suppressed by using cascaded sine wave signal phase modulation and the TMI was

suppressed by coiling the active fiber in the main amplifier. Output power of 1.89 kW was ultimately

achieved with a linear-fitting slope efficiency of 74%, PER of ∼15.5 dB and full-width at half maximum

(FWHM) of ∼0.17 nm (45 GHz). In 2017, the output power of this system was further scaled to be

2.43 kW by carefully optimizing the coiling structure to suppress TMI and using white noise source

(WNS) phase modulation to suppress SBS effects [73]. The typical results are shown in Figures 5(a)–(c).

Figure 5(a) shows the output power scaling process along with increase of pump power and the inset
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Figure 5 (Color online) Experimental results of the narrow-linewidth near-diffraction-limited all-fiber PM amplifier [73]

c©Copyright 2017 Astro Ltd. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. (a) The output power scaling process along

with increase of pump power (inset shows the beam profile at 2.43 kW); (b) the spectral distributions at 17 W and 2.43 kW;

(c) the measured PER result with increase of output power.

shows the beam profile at maximal output power, which denotes that near linear-dependent relationship

could be obtained with near-diffraction-limited beam quality. Figure 5(b) shows the spectral distributions

at 17 W and 2.43 kW. The FWHM is measured to be 0.255 nm at maximal output power, which broadens

little in the power scaling process. Figure 5(c) is the measured PER result with increase of output power.

As shown in Figure 5(c), the PER is also deteriorated little and PER of 18.3 dB is achieved at 2.43 kW.

Quite recently, a record output power of 4 kW-level all-fiberized and narrow-linewidth MOPA system

has been demonstrated. The stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) effect could be balanced and sup-

pressed by simply using one-stage white noise phase modulation technique. Figures 6(a)–(c) show the

power scaling process as a function of pump power, the spectrum and the beam quality (M2 factor) at

maximal output power, respectively. As shown in Figure 6(a), the maximal output power is scaled to be

3.94 kW with linear slope efficiency of 78%. As shown in Figure 6(b), the spectral linewidth account for

90% power is ∼0.89 nm at full power and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of signal laser is higher than

31.5 dB compared to the pump light. SRS could be suppressed by a factor of ∼24.9 dB, but it would be

a challenge for further power scaling. At 3.94 kW, the beam quality is measured to be M2 ∼1.86 (shown

in Figure 6(c)).

Table 2 [25,73,103,120–135] lists the typical research results on narrow linewidth fiber amplifiers within

the late decade. From Table 2, it is shown that the output power of narrow linewidth fiber amplifier had

been beyond 1 kW in 2008 by Nufern. As for stochastic polarized ones, the output power was scaled to

∼3.5 kW with linewidth of ∼47.4 GHz based on free space bulk-components and low NA active fiber in

2017 [120]. Further, as high as 3.5 kW output power with linewidth of ∼0.175 nm had been reported in

all-fiberized format in 2018 [121]. To the best of our knowledge, the 4 kW level output power performed

by our group is the highest power-level emitted from narrow-linewidth fiber laser system at present. As

for linear-polarized one, <3 kW output power had been achieved in metalized Yb-fiber amplifier (not-all-
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Figure 6 (Color online) Experimental results of the 4 kW-level narrow-linewidth fiber laser system. (a) The power scaling

process as a function of pump power; (b) the spectrum at maximal output power c©Copyright 2018 Cambridge University

Press; (c) the beam quality at maximal output power c©Copyright 2018 Chinese Laser Press.

Table 2 Typical experimental results on narrow-linewidth fiber amplifiers

Year Institution Configuration Power (kW) M2 Linewidth Polarization Ref.

2008 Nufern, USA All-fiber 1.01 <1.25 8 GHz PM [124]

2010 Northrop Grumman, USA All-fiber 1.43 – 25 GHz PM [125]

2014 Nufern, USA All-fiber 1.50 – – PM [126]

2014 Lockheed Martin, USA All-fiber 1.14 1.08 12 GHz PM [103]

2014 AFRL, USA All-fiber 1.17 1.2 3 GHz NPM [127]

2015 IPG Photonics, USA All-fiber >1.5 1.1 <15 GHz NPM [128]

2015 Shandong HFB Photonics, China All-fiber 2.05 <1.4 75 GHz NPM [129]

2015 University Jena, Germany All-fiber 2.3 <1.3 45 GHz NPM [130]

2015 MIT Lincoln Lab, USA Not-all-fiber 2.55 <1.15 <12 GHz NPM [131]

2015 IPG Photonics, USA All-fiber 1.03 1.18 20 GHz PM [132]

2016 NUDT, China All-fiber 1.89 <1.3 45 GHz PM [25]

2016 MIT Lincoln Lab, USA Not-all-fiber 3.1 <1.15 12 GHz PM [122]

2016 University Jena, Germany Not-all-fiber 3 1.3 0.17 nm NPM [133]

2016 AFRL, USA All-fiber 1 1.2 2.5 GHz NPM [134]

2017 NUDT, China All-fiber 2.43 – 0.255 nm PM [73]

2017 University Jena, Germany Not-all-fiber 3.5 1.3 47.4 GHz NPM [120]

2018 China Academy of Engineering Physics All-fiber 3.5 1.9 0.175 nm NPM [121]

2018 IPG Photonics, USA All-fiber 2 1.1 30 GHz PM [123]

2018 IPG Photonics, USA All-fiber 2.5 1.1 30 GHz NPM [123]

2018 nLight Photonics, USA All-fiber 2.6 – 20 GHz NPM [135]

2018 NUDT, China All-fiber 3.94 1.86 0.89 nm @90% energy NPM –

fiber) with spectral linewidth of 12 GHz and near single mode operation [122]. The output power record

directly extracted from all-fiberized polarization-maintained fiber amplifier is 2.43 kW, which was fulfilled
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by our group in 2017 [73]. Besides, active polarization control technique could be used to generate the

linear-polarized output from non-polarization-maintained fiber amplifiers, and as high as 2 kW output

power had been performed in all-fiberized format quite recently [123].

3.2 Broadband fiber laser

High power broadband fiber lasers could be used in plenty of application fields where there is no re-

quirement on the laser linewidth such as cutting and welding. Just like other kinds of high power lasers,

there are mainly two technical categories to achieve high power fiber laser, that is, laser oscillator and

laser amplifier. Our group have focused on investigation on both high power fiber laser oscillators and

amplifiers [8, 33, 81, 101, 136–146], which would be reviewed in the following paragraphs.

As for high power fiber oscillator, in 2014, we demonstrated a fiber laser oscillator with a maximum

output power of 1.5 kW pumped by 915 nm laser diode, which was limited by the stimulated Raman

scattering (SRS) effect [137]. After that, we mitigated the SRS effectively by employing short gain

fiber together with the bidirectional 976 nm laser diode pumping scheme [138–140], a maximum output

power of 3.05 kW was achieved with a Raman stokes suppression of ∼29 dB. Theoretically, SRS can be

further mitigated by decreasing gain fiber length or increasing fiber mode area. Nevertheless, it seems

not too straightforward since decreasing gain fiber length or increasing fiber mode area will help the

generation TMI [93]. In late 2017, we successfully realized a high power monolithic fiber laser oscillator

with a maximum output power of 5.2 kW based on a trade-off design between the SRS and TMI. The

laser oscillator was built with Yb-doped fiber with core/inner cladding diameter of 25/400 µm and

corresponding home-made FBG. The bidirectional pump scheme employing 915 nm laser diode could

help to increase the TMI threshold [91, 95], while the SRS was mitigated by employing large mode area

fiber and optimizing bidirectional pump distribution. The monolithic fiber laser oscillator could be scaled

up to 5.2 kW with slope efficiency of ∼63%, as shown in Figure 7(a). The intensity of the Raman stokes

light is ∼22.3 dB below the signal laser (shown in Figure 7(b)) and the beam quality (M2 factor) is

measured to be ∼2.2 (shown in Figure 7) when the laser operates at full power level.

Table 3 [137, 139–141,147–154] lists the typical research results on directly broadband fiber oscillator,

which shows that 2017 seems to be a memorable year. Before 2017, the maximal output power from

all-fiberized broadband fiber oscillator was 2.5 kW [139]. At the beginning of 2017, Ikoma et al. reported

the first 3 kW monolithic all-fiberized laser oscillator [147]. At the mid and late of 2017, 4 kW output

power was demonstrated [141,155]. Nowadays, the extracted output power from directly fiber oscillators

has been beyond 5 kW power level [148,149], which could provide a prominent progress of output power

scaling via high power signal combiner shown in Subsection 3.2.

At earlier time, our group focused on fiber amplifier pumped by commercially available laser diodes

(LDs) [81, 136, 142, 143]. Then it is gradually found that power scaling of fiber amplifiers in the lab is

limited by the brightness of laser diode, and also the newly observed but not resolved TMI issue. Pumping

active fiber by using fiber lasers (tandem pumping), might simultaneously solve the brightness [12] and

TMI issue [91, 93, 95]. So in recent years, we also have emphasized on high power fiber amplifiers based

on tandem pumping technique [33, 144, 146]. In [144], we have successfully achieved a 3.5 kW fiber

amplifier based on tandem pumping. The slope efficiency is as high as 87.5% because of the low quantum

defect [156], which would inherently help to suppress the TMI effect because of much less heat generation.

It is to be noted that the active fiber was pumped by 24 channels of fiber lasers that exceed of the

typical pump channels for laser diodes (for example, 6 channels for single-end pumping), which could be

attributed to the brightness of the fiber laser pump because of the brightness-conservation law. Based on

tandem pumping scheme, we have further successfully built the first 10 kW fiber laser with good beam

quality in China [157]. Figures 8(a) and (b) show the power scaling process and the far-field beam profile

of the fiber laser system, respectively. With the total injected 1018 nm pump power of 12.1 kW, as high

as 10.1 kW output power has been achieved with optical to optical conversion efficiency of ∼83.4%. At

maximal output power, the beam quality (BQ) is measured to be ∼1.95.

Table 4 [83,120,136,157–165] lists the typical research results on high power broadband fiber amplifiers.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 7 (Color online) Output properties of the 5.2 kW monolithic fiber laser oscillator [145] c©Copyright 2018 Chinese

Laser Press. (a) Output power and optical efficiency; (b) optical spectra at 4970 and 5210 W; (c) beam quality of the

monolithic fiber laser oscillator at 5.2 kW.

Table 3 Typical research results on directly broadband fiber oscillator

Year Institution Configuration Power (kW) M2 Ref.

2012 Alfalight Inc., USA All-fiber 1 – [150]

2012 JDSU Inc., USA All-fiber 1.2 <1.2 [151]

2012 Rofin, Germany All-fiber 2 1.3 [152]

2014 NUDT, China All-fiber 1.5 <1.2 [137]

2014 Coherent Inc., USA Not-all-fiber 3 <1.2 [153]

2016 Fujikura Inc., Japan All-fiber 2 1.2 [154]

2016 NUDT, China All-fiber 2.5 1.3 [139]

2017 Fujikura Inc., Japan All-fiber 3 1.3 [147]

2017 NUDT, China All-fiber 3 1.3 [140]

2017 NUDT, China All-fiber 4 2.2 [141]

2018 Fujikura Inc., Japan All-fiber 5 1.3 [148]

2018 NUDT, China All-fiber 5.2 2.2 [149]

It is shown that several independent groups have reported their high power fiber lasers with more than

3 kW output power. The highest output power is still ∼20 kW reported by IPG Photonics in 2013.

Notably that the output power of broadband fiber amplifiers in China developed quickly during the

previous five years and higher than 10 kW output power had been successively demonstrated by using

tandem pumping (TDP) and laser diode pumping (LDP) manners, respectively [157–159].

3.3 Fiber laser at 2 µm

Fiber lasers operating at 2 µm have many applications [166,167] in the fields of lidar [168], medicine [169,

170], material processing [171, 172], etc. They are promising high-brightness pump sources to generate

mid-IR laser emission [173–176]. It is notable that 2 µm fiber lasers have potentials in power scaling,
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Figure 8 (Color online) (a) The power scaling process of the 10 kW-level fiber laser system; (b) the far-field beam profile

at maximal output power [157].

Table 4 Typical research results on high power broadband fiber amplifiers

Year Institution Configuration Pump manner Power (kW) BQ Ref.

2013 IPG Photonics – TDP 20 – [160]

2015 NUDT, China All-fiber LDP 3.15 1.6 [136]

2016 Tsinghua University, China All-fiber LDP 3.89 – [83]

2016 Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China All-fiber LDP 3 1.3 [161]

2016 China Academy of Engineering Physics, China All-fiber LDP 5.07 2.3 [162]

2016 NUDT, China All-fiber TDP 10.1 1.95 [157]

2017 University Jena, Germany Not-all-fiber LDP 4.3 1.2 [120]

2017 Tianjin University, China All-fiber LDP 5 1.7 [163]

2017 Tianjin University, China All-fiber LDP 8 <4.3 [163]

2017 Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China All-fiber LDP 3.7 – [164]

2018 China Academy of Engineering Physics, China All-fiber LDP 11.23 – [158]

2018 Tsinghua University, China All-fiber LDP 6 – [165]

2018 China Academy of Engineering Physics, China All-fiber LDP 10.6 – [159]

benefiting from the higher nonlinear effect threshold than that of fiber lasers operating at shorter wave-

lengths. Based on the Tm3+ and Ho3+ ions doped in silica fibers, 2 µm fiber lasers have attained kW-level

high-brightness laser emission around a decade ago [177–181]. Afterwards, however, the progress of high-

power 2 µm fiber lasers were stuck in the underdeveloped pump sources [182] and moderated optical

efficiency [183], and the power record stopped at 1 kW level. In these years, researchers have paid their

attentions on the tandem pumping technique to further power scale fiber lasers at 2 µm [184–188]. It is

indicated that tandem pumping technique could dramatically improve the optical efficiency and signifi-

cantly reduce the thermal load [189]. Researchers have also made breakthroughs in fiber fabrication to

generate 2 µm fiber lasers efficiently [190–192].

For high-power Tm-doped fiber lasers, our group started the research based on commercially-available

pump sources, i.e., multimode laser diodes at 793 nm, which is the most commonly used pumping scheme

now. We demonstrated a 102 W monolithic single-frequency Tm-doped fiber amplifier at 1971 nm in

2013 [193], then the output power was improved to 310 W in 2015 by optimizing the system and increasing

launched pump power [194]. The experimental results including output power, optical spectra measured

by an optical spectra analyzer and a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer are shown in Figure 9. In

2015, we reported a 105 W ultra-narrowband nanosecond pulsed Tm-doped fiber amplifier, in which the

linewidth of pulsed seed laser was broadened from ∼24 to ∼307 MHz to increase the stimulated Brillouin

scattering threshold [195]. We also demonstrated a 238 W high-average-power nanosecond pulsed Tm-

doped fiber amplifier with the maximum peak power of 12.1 kW and the pulse energy of 0.749 mJ [196].

Based on the high-power Tm-doped fiber amplifier, we investigated the power scaling of 2 µm ASE with
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Y=0.56×X+0.84

Figure 9 (Color online) Experimental results of 310 W single-frequency Tm-doped all-fiber amplifier [194] c©Copyright

2015 IEEE. (a) Output power; (b) optical spectra (Inset: zoomed-in spectrum); (c) spectrum measured by a scanning

Fabry-Perot interferometer to verify the single-frequency operation.

different linewidths. In 2015, we achieved a 316 W broadband ASE sources with a 3 dB bandwidth of 24

nm [197], a 228 W ultra-narrowband ASE sources with a 3 dB bandwidth of 0.19 nm [198] and a 250 W

widely tunable narrowband ASE sources with a running range of 35 nm [199].

In addition to multimode laser diode pumping, our group also investigated the tandem pumping tech-

nique for powerful 2 µm fiber laser generation. Based on our previous achievements in high-power fiber

sources at 1 µm, such as long-wavelength Yb-doped fiber lasers, Raman fiber lasers and random fiber

lasers, we employed those homemade powerful fiber lasers as pump sources in Tm- and Ho-doped fiber

lasers. In 2014, we reported a 100 W-level Tm-doped fiber laser at 1943 nm [186] cladding-pumped by

two homemade high-power 1173 nm Raman fiber lasers [45]. In the same year, our group demonstrated

a 42 W Ho-doped fiber laser at 2049 nm [200] core-pumped by a homemade 1150 nm Raman fiber laser.

Tandem pumping technique could also benefit long-wavelength fiber laser generation (e.g., >2.15 µm).

In 2016, we improved the output power of 2153 nm Tm-doped fiber from 2 W (for 793 nm laser diode

pumping) to 18 W (when pumped by a 1173 nm fiber laser) [201]. A home-made high-power random fiber

laser at 1173 nm was used as the pump source [47], which could suppress the ASE and parasitic lasing

successfully. Recently, we have constructed a high-efficiency ultrafast Tm-doped fiber amplifier tandem-

pumped by a continuous-wave fiber laser at 1940 nm [188]. The slope efficiency of the fiber amplifier

reached 87%, which is much higher than that of 793 nm pumping scheme (typical value ∼50%) [166,193].

The output power and measured pulse train are depicted in Figure 10. Tandem pumping could dramati-

cally reduce the thermal load when proper pump wavelength used, which also reveals this technique may

provide a new avenue for 2 µm fiber lasers when the power is high enough that TMI becomes a physical

limit for power scaling [202, 203]. Besides, we had concluded the progress of powerful 2 µm silica fiber

sources in the past decades, which could be found in [27].
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Figure 10 (Color online) Experimental results of the high-efficiency ultrafast Tm-doped fiber amplifier based on tandem

pumping [188] c©Copyright 2018 Optical Society of America. (a) Output power; (b) measured pulse trains with a repetition

rate of 248 MHz.

4 Enabling technique for CBC

4.1 Phase control

Phase noises exist in fiber lasers/amplifiers because of thermal effects, external environment disturbances

and so on. Timely phase control is the key for effectively coherent beam combining. Phase control

techniques can be briefly classified into two categories: passive phase control and active phase control. In

passive phase control techniques, self-phase locking is realized based on energy coupling mechanisms [204–

209] or nonlinear effects [210, 211]. However, the coherent brightness gain saturates at 8–12 elements for

passive CBC fiber arrays [212]. In active phase control techniques, feedback control systems are employed

to equalize the optical phases of individual fiber lasers. Coherent combining of fiber arrays with kilowatts

output power [21, 213–217] and tens of fiber lasers [218–220] have been realized based on active phase

control.

Most active phase control CBC systems were based on MOPA configuration, where a single master

oscillator (MO) seeds an array of power amplifiers. The phases of the amplifiers are locked and the

beams from the amplifiers are effectively combined. Various methods for active phase control have been

demonstrated. Those techniques can also be classified into two categories: direct detection and indi-

rect detection. In direct detection techniques, phase errors between amplifiers are directly measured

and corresponding phase corrections are implemented timely. Phase measurement approaches such as

interferometric measurement [218, 221, 222], Hänsch-Couillaud detection [223, 224] and heterodyne de-

tection [225, 226] have been demonstrated. However, in order to detect phase errors among individual

channels, the phase control system is always very complex for ensuring high control band width. In

indirect detection techniques, the combined power in the far-field central lobe is maximized based on

optimization algorithms such as stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) algorithm [227–229], multi-

dithering [216, 217, 230] and single-frequency dithering techniques [21, 231]. In such a system, only one

photoelectric detector is used to monitor the combined power in the far-field central lobe. So the system is

relatively simple. It is to be noted that in indirect detection techniques, the control bandwidth decreases

obviously as the increasing of the number of laser channels. In order to increase the control bandwidth,

we proposed code division multiple access (CDMA) based single-frequency dithering technique [232] and

cascaded phase control technique [233, 234].

4.2 Tip-tilt control

In the CBC system, tilt-tip error of fiber lasers will also impact the combining efficiency. The tilt-tip

error is mainly induced by the limited precision of assembling, beam thermal dithering, vibrations of

mechanism, atmosphere perturbations and so on. The mainly used tilt-tip control instruments include
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fast steering mirror [235, 236] and adaptive fiber-optics collimator (AFOC) [237–239]. Compared with

other tilt-tip control devices, AFOC has the advantages of precise control, small inertia and convenience

for packaging. In an AFOC, tip/tilt-control is realized by adjusting the X-direction and Y -direction of

the fiber optics output, which located in the focal plane of a lens. The collimated output is deviated

on an angle of ∆x/f , where ∆x is the traveled distance of fiber optics output in X-direction, f is the

focal length of the lens. The tip of fiber optics output is always fixed in the central hole of a cross beam,

and adjusting of the fiber optics output is based on four bimorph actuators, two of them drive the X-

direction and another two drive the Y -direction [240]. However, the AFOC mentioned above was designed

to directly drive the fiber tip, which is not convenient for high power applications. In high power CBC

systems, coreless endcaps are usually employed to avoid fiber facet damage. We have designed a novel

AFOC based on flexible hinges, which control the fiber end cap instead of the bare fiber [60,61,241,242].

4.3 Aperture-filling

In CBC system, aperture filling is the key technique to achieve high degree of power concentration and

excellent beam quality. Aperture filling techniques can be classified into two categories, i.e., divided-

aperture coherent combining and coaxial combining. In the tiled-aperture coherent combining system,

the combined beam in near field still contains multiple independent sub apertures. The optimal effect of

this structure could be equivalent to a large-aperture output, thus to obtain stable interference effect in

the far field. In coaxial combining, all the sub beams will be combined into one single laser beam both in

the near field and in the far field. As for divided-aperture coherent combining, one common method to

aperture filling is based on transmission-type beam splicing in which all the coherently combined beams

are arranged in a specific spatial layout. The specific spatial layout could be fulfilled by direct splicing by

collimator [243], splicing by micro-lens array [213], etc. The other method to aperture filling is based on

reflection-type beam splicing in which the reflectors are employed to reflect all the beams in multi-folds

to make beam splicing to improve the fill factor. In this case, beam splicing approaches include discrete

reflector splicing [244], platform pyramid splicing [245], step-like beam splicing [246] and so forth. For

coaxial combining, aperture filling could be achieved by diffractive optical element (DOE) [247, 248],

re-imaging waveguide [249, 250], polarization beam combiners (PBCs), i.e., coherent polarization beam

combining (CPBC) [251, 252], high power fiber couplers [208, 253], photonic lantern [254] and so forth.

4.4 Defocus

In CBC system, when fiber laser delivered by fiber endcap, collimated by collimator and projected and

combined by other free space components, it is inevitably to induce thermal lens effect at high power

density situations. Thermal effect will destroy the wavefront consistence among different channels and

cause the decrease of combining efficiency and beam quality. In practical system, the influence of thermal

effect on the CBC system could be easily observed by comparing the discrepancies of positions and

widths among different beams at far field. In this case, thermal lens compensation is strongly required.

As for one of the channels in high power CBC system, by regarding thermal accumulations of all the

transmitted components as a unity, the equivalent thermal lens will be effectively suppressed by optimizing

the equivalent focus of the fiber collimator. Besides, at different power density, the influence of equivalent

thermal lens will be different. Thus, it is advisable to design and employ focus adjustable collimators to

compensate thermal lens effect in high power CBC system.

4.5 Optical path difference control

Besides the aberrations mentioned above, combining efficiency also suffers from optical path difference

(OPD) [255]. Firstly, OPD will induce the group-delay mismatch. When the phases of two laser beam

for the central frequency (ω0) are locked, the spectral phase shift at frequency of ω1 is ∆φGD(ω1) =

∆L(ω1−ω0)/c, where ∆L is the OPD and c is the velocity of light in the vacuum. Secondly, for a pulsed

CBC system, the OPD reduces temporal overlap of the pulses, the time difference of two combined pulses

is ∆t = ∆L/c. The combining efficiency is influenced mainly by reduction of temporal overlap of the
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pulses when CBC of lasers with very narrow bandwidth, and group-delay mismatch becomes the primary

factor as the increasing of spectral bandwidth. For pulses with pulse width of 3 ns, the limitation is

not temporal overlap but spectral phase when spectral bandwidth is broader 1 GHz [255]. For another

example, the OPD must be controlled in ∼ ±14 µm to achieve a combining efficiency of above 95% for

combining two ultrashort laser pulses with a spectral bandwidth of 13 nm [256]. It is to be noted that for

pulsed CBC system, fiber length difference will induce a phase difference due to self-phase modulation

(SPM) and group velocity dispersion (GVD), which will also reduce the combining efficiency. Effective

OPD control is helpful for eliminating the influence of SPM and GVD [256,257].

The mainly used OPD control techniques include spatial optical path adjustment [258], splicing passive

fiber [22, 259], and using fiber delay line [213, 260]. Passive fiber and fiber delay line can be employed

in all-fiber configuration system, and provide a compact solution. We can compensate very long OPD

by splicing passive fiber with a precision of less than 10 mm, which is enough for CW and nanosecond

fiber laser with GHz linewidth [255]. For CBC fiber lasers with broader linewidth, fiber delay line can be

employed and resolution of less than 1 µm can be obtained [260].

5 High power CBC system

5.1 Tiled CBC

5.1.1 CW tiled CBC

In order to confirm the feasibility of CBC techniques such as phase control technique, aperture-filling

technique, power scaling technique, we have built a range of CBC systems. In those systems, active-

passive hybrid phase control technique [261] and single frequency dithering phase control technique [231]

were proposed, novel beam combiner was invented for aperture filling [262], and CBC of multi-tone fiber

amplifiers was demonstrated for the first time [263]. In 2010, we built the first CBC system with overall

output power of kW level [21], which would be demonstrated and discussed in detail.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 11. A narrow linewidth seed laser is pre-amplified to 300 mW

and split into nine channels. Each channel is coupled to a phase modulator and then amplified by a three-

stage all-fiber amplifier. The laser beams from the third-stage amplifiers are spatially coupled via nine

collimators, and then tiled using free-space mirrors side by side in a 3×3 laser array. The overall output

power of the combined beam could reach 1080 W. Less than 0.1% of the combined beam is sampled for

the beam quality diagnosing and phase controlling. As shown in Figure 12, when the control system is in

open loop, the phases of the laser beams randomly fluctuate due to phase fluctuation in each fiber channel,

which is induced by amplifier temperature variations and environmental disturbances. The normalized

energy collected by the pinhole fluctuated between 0 and 0.5 randomly and the intensity pattern observed

by the charge-coupled device (CCD) kept shifting. However, when the frequency dithering technique

based phase control system is in closed loop, the energy collected by the pinhole can be locked steadily to

be more than 0.8 for most of the time. The intensity pattern at the observing plane is clear and steady.

By calculation, the fringe contrast of the long-exposure far-field intensity distribution could be more than

85%.

5.1.2 Pulsed tiled CBC

Comparing with CW laser CBC systems, some preconditions have to be fulfilled for CBC of pulsed

lasers. Firstly, the operation of the actively phase control needs a feedback signal independent of the

pulse itself. In pulsed laser CBC systems, the intensity of the combined beam is also influenced by the

temporal character of the pulse chain. When the repetition rate of the pulsed laser (fRR) is higher than

the phase noise frequency (fN), a low pass filter (LPF) with cut-off frequency of between fN and fRR can

be used to eliminate the impact of pulse chain on phase control [233]. For phase control of pulses with

lower repetition rate, more complex technique should be employed [264]. Secondly, combining efficiency

suffers from additional aberrations induced by temporal mismatch and nonlinear effects, which should
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Figure 11 (Color online) Experimental setup of the kW-level CW CBC system c©Copyright 2011 Optical Society of

America. Iso: isolator; PM: phase modulator; PA: pre-amplifier; FA: fiber amplifier.
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Figure 12 (Color online) Experimental results of CBC of nine CW fiber lasers c©Copyright 2011 Optical Society of

America.

be precisely controlled in pulsed CBC systems. We have coherent combined pulsed fiber lasers based on

passive [265, 266] and active phasing [22, 258], maximum average power of 1.2 kW was obtained [259].

This system would be demonstrated in this section.

Figure 13 shows the experimental setup, which is similar to the CW one as shown in Figure 11. The

differences are as follows. Firstly, the laser seed is generated by directly modulating a single-frequency

CW laser using an electro-optic modulator. Secondly, passive fibers with suitable lengths are spliced in

the laser channels. In our experiment, a mode-locked laser with pulse width of ∼100 ps is used as the

probe to measure the delay time ∆t between pulses. OPD can be calculated and a passive fiber with

length of c∆t/n is spliced in the channel with shorter optical path, where n is the refractive index of the

fiber core. Thirdly, in order to eliminate the fluctuation caused by pulses with a repetition rate of 5 MHz,

a low pass filter with a bandwidth of ∼3 MHz is connected to the PD.

When the phases of the laser amplifiers are locked, the normalized intensity detected from the pinhole

could be steadily more than 0.9 most of the time, and the contrast of the long-exposure far-field intensity

pattern of the coherently combined beam could increase from approximately zero to 89.1 %, as shown in

Figure 14. The pulse shapes of a single channel and the combined beam are shown in Figure 15. Pulses

with FWHM of ∼3 ns and repetition rate of 5 MHz have been obtained. The overall average/ peak power

of the combined beam is 1.2/75.1 kW.
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Figure 14 (Color online) Normalized intensity in the pinhole and long-exposure intensity pattern of the combined beam.

5.2 Coaxially aperture-filled CBC

In tiled CBC configuration, for fiber lasers emitted Gaussian-like fundamental modes, one physical limi-

tation for brightness scaling is that the side-by-side interference will cause some combined power encircled

in the side lobes. Coaxially aperture filled CBC could completely overcome the above deficiency in tiled

CBC configurations. In this section, we mainly focus on our research results in this area and give some

representative results achieved in the worldwide groups.

5.2.1 CW coaxially aperture-filled CBC

As one of a coaxially aperture filled CBC systems, the feasibility of CPBC technique for extending to

multi-channel and high power has been investigated in our group in recent years. As similar in the general

aperture filling structures, some imperfections will influence the combining efficiency of the CPBC system.

These imperfections mainly include the intrinsic efficiency loss of the combining components, residual

piston phase errors, beam size errors, path mismatch errors, polarization errors, intensity mismatch

errors and high order wave-front errors. In theory, we have investigated the influences of mainly significant
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Figure 16 (Color online) Experimental results of the 5 kW CPBC system [273] c©Copyright 2017 Chinese Laser Press.

(a) The relationship between the output laser power and the absorbed pump power of the four amplifiers; (b) combined

output power and the combining efficiency as a function of the total injected power.

imperfections above-mentioned on CPBC system [267–269] and shown that CPBC has great potential

for extending to multi-channel [23]. In experimental aspects, we demonstrated a 60 W four-channel

CPBC system by using single frequency dithering technique in 2012 [270]. After that, we extended the

CPBC technique to eight-channel by using a principle-concept low power system [252]. In 2013, we

demonstrated a 481 W single frequency and linearly polarized system with near-diffraction-limited beam

quality by coherent polarization locking [271]. In 2014, four 200 W level single frequency and PM fiber

amplifiers were coaxially combined into a 680 W by CPBC technique with beam quality of M2
x ∼1.24

and M2
y ∼1.30 [272]. In 2016, along with our development on narrow linewidth and PM fiber amplifiers,

CPBC of four 500-W-level fiber amplifiers and two kilowatt-level fiber amplifiers were demonstrated,

which generates the first 2 kW CPBC system [23]. After that, by scaling the output power of single

channel and optimizing the phase controller, defocus aberration compensation and high precision optical

path control, the CPBC system has been broken through 5 kW power level with combining efficiency as

high as 93.8% [273]. The relationship between the output laser power and the absorbed pump power of

the four amplifiers is shown in Figure 16(a) and the combined output power and the combining efficiency

as a function of the total injected power are shown in Figure 16(b). As shown in Figure 16(a), the

output powers of the combined four channels are 1.29, 1.14, 1.12 and 1.8 kW, respectively. As shown in

Figure 16(b), the combining efficiency of the CPBC system decreases within 3.2% along with the power

scaling process.

As explicated in Subsection 4.3, except for CPBC technique, coaxially coherent beam combining could
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Table 5 Typical research results on different coaxially coherent beam combining techniques

Year Institution Combining technique Power (kW) M2 Combining efficiency Ref.

2010 Lockheed Martin, USA RIW 0.1 1.25 80% [250]

2012 Soreq NRC, Israel HPFC 3 1.17 – [275]

2012 MIT Lincoln Lab, USA DOE 1.93 1.1 79% [276]

2014 Northrop Grumman, USA DOE 2.4 1.2 80% [217]

2016 AFRL, USA DOE 5 1.06 82% [248]

2017 NUDT, China CPBC 2.16 1.2 94.5% [23]

2017 MIT Lincoln Lab, USA AFPL 1.27 – – [254]

2017 NUDT, China CPBC 5.02 1.3 93.8% [273]

also be fulfilled by diffractive optical element (DOE) [247, 248], re-imaging waveguide (RIW) [249, 250],

high power fiber couplers (HPFC) [208, 253], spatial laser combiners (SLC) [274] and all-fiber-based

photonic lantern (AFPL) [254]. The representative research results on different coaxially coherent beam

combining techniques are listed in Table 5 [23, 217, 248, 250, 254, 273, 275, 276]. From Table 5, it could

be seen that coaxially coherent beam combining based on DOE and CPBC has been beyond 5 kW

output power with near-diffraction-limited beam qualities [248, 273]. Due to that the coaxially coherent

beam combining techniques have strongly requirements on the synchronizations of phase distributions,

polarizations, spatial mode distributions and time coherences among individual combined beam, so the

combining efficiencies are susceptible to imperfections existed in the coherently combined systems. That

is why the output power of coaxially coherent beam combining relatively developed slowly in the past

years.

5.2.2 Pulsed coaxially aperture-filled CBC

Except for CW application, we also introduced CPBC technique into nanosecond, picosecond and fem-

tosecond pulsed regimes in recent years. In pulsed CPBC system, some other imperfections, such as group

velocity dispersion (GVD), and self-phase modulation (SPM), should also be carefully considered, espe-

cially in ultrafast femtosecond pulsed combining system. In theory, the influence of GVD and SPM on the

combining efficiency of CPBC system was investigated and some mitigation strategies were proposed in

our previous work [256]. In 2014, CPBC of a four-channel pulsed amplifier array in the picosecond regime

was demonstrated [260], which generates a combined laser pulse with ∼480 ps pulse width at ∼60 MHz

repetition rate with an average power of 88 W, excellent beam quality (M2 ∼1.1) and combining ef-

ficiency of 90%. In 2016, CPBC of two-channel femtosecond pulsed combining system was conducted,

which achieves 313 W output power with pulse width of 827 fs [277]. The time series with piston phase

locking and system optimizing design are shown in Figure 17(a), which shows stable compensation effect

of phase noise and optical path errors. Figure 17(b) shows the combining efficiency as a function of the

combined power. As shown in Figure 17(b), along with power scaling, the combining efficiency of the

CPBC system decreases from 87% to 79% before output power of 313 W while maintains well between

output power of ∼110 and 313 W. Further power scaling the system, we found a sudden decrease of

combining efficiency, which is induced by the beam quality deterioration of the individual beams. The

autocorrelation traces of individual beam and the combined beam are shown in Figure 17(c). It is shown

that high average power with 1.17 ps pulse width could be obtained with little pulse distortion compared

with each single-channel pulse. Notably that 1 kW average power with 1 mJ pulse energy and 260 fs

pulse duration and ∼700 W average power with 12 mJ pulse energy and 262 fs pulse duration had been

achieved by CPBC technique [224, 278]. Quite recently, coherently beam combined beam with average

output power of 1.8 kW, pulse energy of 4 mJ and pulse duration of 230 fs has been reported [279].

6 Future prospects and conclusion

Benefit from their unique properties, such as high brightness, high optical to optical conversion efficiency,
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Figure 17 (Color online) Experimental results of the pulsed CPBC system [277] c©Copyright 2018 Astro Ltd. Reproduced

by permission of IOP Publishing. (a) The time series with piston phase locking and system optimizing design; (b) the

combining efficiency as a function of the combined power; (c) the autocorrelation traces of individual beam and the combined

beam.

excellent beam quality, low cost of ownership, convenient thermal management and easy to maintenance,

high power fiber lasers have been becoming one of the significant branches of laser technology and devel-

oped quickly during the past decade.

In this paper, we mainly review the development of high-power fiber lasers and their coherent beam

combining in the recent decade by focusing on the relevant researches in our group. High-brightness pump

sources, high-power-handling passive components, physical principles and efficient techniques for SBS,

SRS, and TMI management are firstly retrospect. Then, high power fiber lasers with different spectral

characteristics are reviewed, including narrow-linewidth, broadband and mid-infrared fiber lasers. Fur-

ther, the key techniques and representative results for CBC in CW and pulsed regimes are demonstrated.

Following their remarkable progresses, future prospects of fiber lasers and coherent beam combining

technique are discussed below.

For high power broadband fiber lasers, SRS and TMI will determine their ultimate brightness extracting

ability [280]. Despite that the predicted power limits in cladding-pumped fiber lasers are 27.8 and 52.5 kW

by respectively using diode pumping and tandem pumping [280], restricted by manufacturing techniques

of active fiber and passive fiber components, there is still a long distance to perform for reaching or

beyond the power limits in the future. Even that the SRS and TMI suppressions could be simultaneously

balanced by optimizing the injected seed characteristics, the pumping manners and the entire fiber system

design, future innovations in fiber-suitable materials and new types of fiber designs are strongly expected

to remarkably pushing the development of high power fiber lasers.

For high power narrow linewidth fiber lasers, along with power scaling, SRS, TMI and SBS will

coexist and may be mutual-coupled, so future work need to investigate and optimize the system by

comprehensively considering the above multiple detrimental issues. Further, aimed to more efficient

employing in CBC system by alleviating the complex optical path errors control, linewidth narrowing
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has been a new significant development trend and challenge for high power narrow linewidth fiber lasers.

Besides, the intensity and frequency noise suppressions in high power narrow linwidth fiber lasers will

be a new hotspot avenue for great potential applications in next-generation gravitational wave detection

and some special frontier science [281].

For high power fiber lasers at 2 µm, further work could be focused on the pump brightness scaling,

heat load management, and increase power handling capacity of fiber devices. Tandem pumping seems

to be a promising technique to breakthrough these bottlenecks. With tandem pumping technique, the

most efficient pumping method, i.e., resonant pumping, has an opportunity to become the reality at such

long wavelength.

For CBC technique, future work could be aimed to large channels and higher output power without at

the cost of losing combining efficiency and beam quality. In this case, at least two challenges should be

broken through. The first one is to maintain control bandwidth of the phase controller with the increase of

combined channels. As for this point, some new methods, such as CDMA-based single-frequency dithering

technique [232], cascaded phase control [233, 234], extremum-seeking [282] and machine learning [283]

could be incorporated into high power, large-channel coherent beam combining system to tentatively

overcome this challenge. The second point is to prevent combining efficiency loss and/or beam quality

degradation in high power, large-channel CBC system. This challenge could be overcome from three

aspects: (i) The suppressing of higher order modes, linewidth broadening and polarization degradation

in high power narrow linewidth fiber amplifiers; (ii) The whole optimizing of the control accuracies and

ranges of piston, tilt, defocus errors controller; Multi-parameter integrated and compatible controlling

and decoupling will be the crucial trend in the next; (iii) Efficient aperture filling in high power, large-

channel CBC system. For tiled aperture beam combining, despite the combinable channels is easy to

extend, a portion of power would be inevitably encircled into the side-lobes in the far field pattern and the

beam quality and combining efficiency will be degraded. For coaxially aperture-filled CBC, the combined

channels reported are obvious less than in tiled aperture beam combining systems. Optimizing designs

or pioneering new coaxial aperture-filling techniques that are suitable for tens of channels with high

combining efficiency are strongly required in the future.
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